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Mystic Wave to Play Free Concert
as City Dedicates New Amphitheater at Wilson Park
Torrance, Calif., July 10, 2017 – The City of Torrance invites the public to a free afternoon of
ceremony and song on Saturday, July 15. The afternoon starts at 3:30 p.m. with a dedication of the
Amphitheater at Wilson Park, immediately followed by a family friendly concert with Mystic Wave from
4 to 6 p.m. The Amphitheater at Wilson Park is located at 2200 Crenshaw Blvd, just south of the
pond.
The newly enhanced amphitheater boasts numerous improvements, including a widened stage, a
signature design element over the stage, greater power supply and plus four audio visual towers that
expand sound and light capabilities to enrich the performance experience for the community.
Mystic Wave is associated with Soka Gakkai International, the Buddhist Association for Peace,
Culture and Education. Mystic Wave is comprised of nearly 20 members pursuing a mission of
spreading waves of peace and bringing people together through music with the Buddhist concept of
“Many in body – one in mind.” The band brings an infectious vibe that is both fun and funky. Musical
borders are blurred as Mystic Wave blends jazz, Latin and old-school soul styles. The band, first
heard at the City’s Cherry Blossom Cultural Festival, is popular with adults and children alike.
Mystic Wave kicks off a summer program which includes Shakespeare by the Sea (Macbeth on July
28, The Taming of the Shrew on July 29) and The Bonedaddys on Aug. 19.
For more information, please call the Cultural Services Division, Community Services Department at
(310) 618-2376.
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